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Environmental Hotspot Identification in Limited Time with a UAV
Equipped with a Downward-Facing Camera
Yoonchang Sung, Deeksha Dixit, and Pratap Tokekar
Abstract—We are motivated by environmental monitoring
tasks where finding the global maxima (i.e., hotspot) of a
spatially varying field is crucial. We investigate the problem
of identifying the hotspot for fields that can be sensed using an
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) equipped with a downward-
facing camera. The UAV has a limited time budget which it
must use for learning the unknown field and identifying the
hotspot. Our first contribution is to show how this problem
can be formulated as a novel variant of the Gaussian Process
(GP) multi-armed bandit problem. The novelty is two-fold: (i)
unlike standard multi-armed bandit settings, the arms ; and
(ii) unlike standard GP regression, the measurements in our
problem are image (i.e., vector measurements) whose quality
depends on the altitude at which the UAV flies. We present a
strategy for finding the sequence of UAV sensing locations and
empirically compare it with a number of baselines. We also
present experimental results using images gathered onboard a
UAV.
I. INTRODUCTION
Robots are tasked with monitoring unknown environments
but their limited sensing capabilities restrict them from
observing the entire environment at once. It is thus of
importance to actively explore the environment and learn
the underlying characteristics of the environment. Given the
limited resources (e.g., operation time and fuel), the robot
must carefully choose its actions so as to better estimate and
predict states of the environment.
Fig. 1: A UAV exploring the environment to search for the plume in a
lake [1].
This work is motivated by one such problem of monitoring
hazardous plumes of pollutants released in water bodies, such
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as oil spills. The overarching project [2] is a collaboration
with microbiologists interested in studying the transport
of aerosolized pollutants from water bodies [3]. Figure 1
demonstrates our team of an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle
(UAV) and Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) cooperatively
monitoring a lake. The UAV observes regions in the lake
with a downward-facing camera using which it can map out
the concentration of the (visible) hazardous agent. To analyze
the characteristics of toxic particulates just mapping it with
UAVs is not enough, instead we need physical samples that
can be analyzed ex situ. The UAV can direct the USV to the
location with the highest concentration. The USV can then
collect physical specimen at that location. Thus, the UAV
acts as an explorer whereas the USV acts as a sampler. In
this paper, our focus is on planning strategies for the UAV to
find the location with the highest concentration in the limited
battery lifetime.
While the aforementioned application motivates our work,
the problem we study is general enough to apply to many
settings where UAVs with downward-facing cameras can
be used for finding hotspots of unknown, spatially varying
function. There exists many practical applications in the en-
vironmental monitoring literature, such as precision agricul-
ture [4], wildlife habitat monitoring [5], plume tracking [1],
where such a problem arises.
Due to noisy measurements, the more number of mea-
surements from one sensing location, the more accurate the
estimate. However, spending too much time at one location is
not beneficial since the UAV has a limited budget. This is the
famous exploration-exploitation dilemma which is studied
under the Multi-Armed Bandit (MAB) setting (we introduce
several variants of MAB in Section II).
Our problem poses two major challenges that cannot be
handled by existing MAB approaches. First, as the UAV
can change its flight altitude (or, equivalently, the size of
the camera footprint), we need different ways of evaluating
the performance for sensing locations at different altitudes.
Second, there is no clear interpretation between the camera
image and measurements, and moreover, we need to define
how good a sensing location is with respect to the other
sensing location.
Our approach is based on the Gaussian Process Upper
Confidence Bound (GP-UCB) algorithm proposed by Srini-
vas et al. [6] that adopts the Gaussian Process (GP) to resolve
spatially-correlated sensing locations. Our algorithm extends
this to deal with the above challenges, to be applicable in a
3D environment. We then propose several heuristic planning
strategies to qualitatively evaluate the proposed algorithm.
The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) We
propose an algorithm adapted from the MAB framework
for environmental monitoring in a 3D environment with a
camera sensor whose noise depends on the altitude. (2)
We empirically compare the performance of the proposed
heuristic strategies through extensive simulations and real-
world data.
Our validation is based on real-world data we gathered
from the field using a UAV. We empirically show the perfor-
mance of several planning algorithms through simulations.
These results demonstrate the effectiveness of the future
variance that we propose in the MAB framework which
reflects various flight altitudes of the UAV.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We begin
by introducing the related work in Section II. We describe
the problem setup in Section III. Our proposed algorithm is
presented in Section IV. We present results from simulations
in Section VI before concluding with a discussion of future
work in Section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
There have been various algorithms proposed for environ-
mental monitoring. In this section, we briefly introduce some
of recent works. For survey results, see [7].
Offline algorithms compute a trajectory for the robot be-
fore operation. Such coverage planning algorithms [8] need
to know the environment a priori. Either a predefined trajec-
tory (e.g., boustrophedon path [9]) or tree search algorithms,
such as depth-first search, can be utilized to completely cover
the environment.
If only partial information about the environment is given,
the robot must be able to adaptively cope with unexpected
situations and uncertain environment online. Many decision-
making challenges arise from this context. For environmental
monitoring, the robot has to decide what samples to collect
if samples are available only for specific time [10], [11],
and where to take measurements constrained to a limited
budget [1].
Information gathering is also an important task for learning
the environment. In particular, entropy reduction [12], [13],
or mutual information maximization [14] are two popular
information metrics. However, these approaches are not suit-
able for identifying hotspots in the environment as they are
interested in exploring the environment rather than exploiting
the current knowledge of learned information.
Bayesian optimization [15] addresses this issue by bal-
ancing between exploration and exploitation. Previous works
regarding MAB problems proposed algorithms to identify a
near-optimal arm within a given budget. They also proved
some guarantees on the regret bound (i.e., a quantity imply-
ing how suboptimal reward the robot obtains).
There exist variants of MAB which consider switching
costs. These variants can be useful in robotics because a trav-
eling cost is a bottleneck for robots. Reverdy et al. [16] em-
ployed a block allocation scheme that restrains the robot from
switching to other arm frequently. Guha and Munagala [17]
developed an algorithm and related with the orienteering
problem [18] to minimize traveling costs while maximizing
collected rewards. However, their algorithm cannot handle
spatially correlated arms. Their approach and Audibert and
Bubeck [19] used a terminal metric for evaluating their
algorithms, which is considered in this paper.
III. PROBLEM DESCRIPTION
Let E ⊆ R2 represent the 2D environment that contains
the contamination. The intensity of the contamination varies
within E but we assume that the intensity does not change
during the course of the robot deployment.
The goal of this paper is to find a point in the environment
(denoted by xOPT ∈ E) that has the highest intensity of
contamination. We deploy a UAV to explore the environment,
constrained by limited time allowed for searching for this
particular point. We denote the total allowed time by budget
B. We compute the time spent as the combination of sensing
time TS and traveling time TT . While TS is a fixed constant
value, TT is the time measured for traveling from one
location to the next, assuming that the UAV moves with unit
speed. The highest contamination point inferred by the UAV
will then be visited by the USV to physically collect a sample
to be analyzed.
The UAV is mounted with a downward-facing camera to
observe the contamination in the environment. We denote
the state of the UAV at timestep k by v(k) ∈ R3. At
every sensing location, the UAV collects an image of the
environment from a limited FOV camera sensor.
Let f(·) be the true intensity function. Each image gives a
noisy observation of the true intensity function. We assume
that the UAV can use image processing and other estimation
techniques to fuse the data obtained from all images and form
an estimate of f(x). Based on its estimate, the UAV must
determine, xALG, its own estimate of the point of highest
intensity at the end of its path. We wish to find strategies
that will minimize f(xOPT )− f(xALG). Since the UAV has
a limited budget B, however, the number of images the UAV
can collect is also limited. Thus, sensing locations must be
carefully chosen as the information on the unknown intensity
is revealed online.
Without learning the unknown intensity, the UAV cannot
identify the highest contamination point. Thus, the UAV
explores unvisited regions to gather more information while
carefully spending its given budget.
To sum up, we propose the following problem.
Problem 1. (Hotspot Identification)
Let f(x) be the true intensity function and xOPT be
the location where f(·) achieves the global maxima. Given
the starting position of the UAV, v(0), find a strategy that
produces as output: (1) a sequence of sensing locations,
v(1), v(2), ..., v(k); and (2) a point, xALG ∈ E , to min-
imize f(xOPT ) − f(xALG) subject to the constraint that∑
k=1
{
TT
(
v(k), v(k + 1)
)
+ TS
}
≤ B.
IV. ALGORITHM
A. Arm Locations
We call sensing locations as arm locations since that is
the standard terminology in the multi-armed bandit liter-
ature. We create a 3D grid where each grid location is
an arm (Figure 2). We denote the arm locations by A =
{a1, ..., ai, ..., aN} ⊆ R3 where N is the total number of
arm locations. We place the grid such that every point in the
environment will be in the FOV of at least one arm at the
lowest altitude.
Fig. 2: Illustration of our problem setting where arms at three different
altitudes are placed in a given environment E .
B. Sensor Model
At each arm location, the UAV obtains a camera image
from the downward-facing camera. The camera footprint will
be larger from higher altitudes.
A single image measurement yields M pixel measure-
ments. By using the camera projection equations with the
known intrinsic, extrinsic parameters and known camera
height, we can compute points in E that corresponds to M
measurements [20].
C. Reward
We assume that there is a function that takes as input an
image and produces a noisy estimate of the true intensity
function for every pixel. The reward is a function of concen-
tration of the contamination in the area covered by that pixel.
In the simulation section, we describe the reward function we
use.
We denote the reward value of the j-th measurement by
yj ∈ R≥0. We assume that the robot obtains noisy estimates
of the true reward function:
yj = f(xj) + ǫ, (1)
where ǫ ∼ N (0, σ2N ) is additive i.i.d. Gaussian noise. The
point xj corresponds to the j-th measurement position. Note
again that the larger y represents a higher contamination.
At each timestep, the UAV obtains M measurements
where one pixel corresponds to one measurement. This mea-
surement is the noisy version of the true intensity function at
the location at the center of the footprint of the pixel on the
ground. Therefore, at timestep k, we have a collection of kM
measurements, which we denote by Y. The corresponding
kM measurement locations are denoted by X. Note that these
kM locations denoted by X are not the same as the k sensing
locations where the k images are obtained from.
Fig. 3: Description of how the obtained image can be converted into
measurements from an arm location.
Notice that the footprint of a pixel is not a point but an
area, as shown in Figure 3. The size of the footprint of a pixel
gets larger as the altitude of the UAV becomes higher. The
larger footprint size would not give an accurate reward value
from a particular point x compared to the smaller footprint
size. This means that the measurement noise variance σ2N
is proportional to the altitude of the UAV. Instead of using
a fixed σ2N , we use σ
2
N (ai) that can vary depending on the
arm altitude. We assume that the proportion of σ2N (ai) with
respect to the arm altitude is linear.
D. GP
This subsection discusses about how the UAV proceeds
with obtained measurements and maintains its belief of the
contamination density distribution in the environment.
We use GP to represent the belief over time (i.e., f ∼
GP). Unlike conventional GP, however, measurements we
obtain have various noise levels based on which altitude
the measurements were observed. This is related with the
noise variance σ2N (ai) (one of hyperparameters of the GP),
as explained in Section IV-B. Therefore, we adapt the GP to
our case that can take into account various noise levels.
When we learn the hyperparameters (length-scale, sig-
nal variance, and noise variance) offline by using the log
marginal likelihood, σ2N (ai) is larger for data obtained from
higher altitude than the one from lower altitude. We define
the noise variance matrix given by:
Q(X) =


σ2N (ai) 0
. . .
0 σ2N (ai)

 , (2)
which is a diagonal matrix. Each diagonal element of Q(X),
σ2N (ai), has a unique value based on the altitude of ai, but
we set σ2N (ai) for arms at the same altitude to have the
same value. The dimension of Q(X) corresponds to the total
number of measurements accumulated during the flight, i.e.,
Q(X) ⊆ RkM×kM at timestep k.
Given a 2D grid of the environment, let Li be the number
of grid cells that fall in the camera footprint of arm ai
which we call test points. We denote the set of Li test
points by X∗i = {x
∗
1, ..., x
∗
Li
} ⊂ E . As we have N arms,
the total number of all test points from all arms becomes
L =
∑N
i=1 Li. The set of all test points from all arms is
X∗ = ∪Ni=1X
∗
i = {x
∗
1, ..., x
∗
l , ..., x
∗
L} ⊂ E . The prior of the
GP then becomes:[
Y
f∗
]
∼ N
(
0,
[
K(X,X) +Q(X) K(X,X∗)
K(X∗,X) K(X∗,X∗)
])
, (3)
where K(·, ·) is a covariance function (or kernel). In this
work, we use the squared exponential covariance func-
tion [21]. The predictive mean and covariance are:
µ = K(X∗,X)
(
K(X,X) +Q(X)
)
−1
Y, (4)
P = K(X∗,X∗)−K(X∗,X)
(
K(X,X)+Q(X)
)
−1
K(X,X∗).
(5)
E. Pseudo-code
The pseudo-code in Algorithm 1 demonstrates the entire
steps of hotspot identification. The UAV starting from an
initial position v(0) = ai(0) is given a budget B and
initializes GP with zero mean. At every timestep k, the UAV
updates the GP mean and variance functions (Lines 10 and
13) by using measurements collected up to and including
the previous timestep (Line 20). To compute the objective
function (Line 17), we calculate the average mean and the
average variance (Lines 14 and 15) as the number of test
points is not 1. If the UAV spends the time more than B
(Line 2), the algorithm terminates and the UAV finds xALG
from learned GP for the USV to sample from this location.
V. PLANNING STRATEGIES
In this section, we present several heuristic planning
strategies that can be applied in Algorithm 1. Our main
contribution is the strategy that is presented in Section V-B.
However, before we present our strategy, we explain the stan-
dard GP-UCB algorithm and then present the two changes
we make to the algorithm (future variance and dynamic
windows).
We present the objective function (Line 17 of Algorithm 1)
that is decision-making of the UAV to decide which arm to
visit next. The weighted combination of mean and variance
is the conventional functional form in MAB, however, β
values proposed by the UCB algorithms as well as the GP-
UCB algorithm [6] cannot directly be applied to our problem
according to challenges explained in Section I. Thus, we
propose the following exponential functional form for β:
β = γe(λk), (6)
where γ and λ are hyperparameters that control the decreas-
ing rate or the increasing rate of β. We tune them offline
through simulations.
Algorithm 1: GP-UCB with Future Variance
Input : Initial position of the UAV: v(0) = ai(0) ∈A,
GP prior: µ(0) = 0, σ(0), K, budget: B, arm
set: A = {a1, ..., ai, ..., aN}, test set:
X∗ = {x∗1, ..., x
∗
l , ..., x
∗
L}, measurement set:
X = ∅, reward value set: Y = ∅.
1 for k = 1, 2, ... do
2 if TT
(
v(k), v(k-1)
)
+ TSk > B then
3 xALG = argmaxx µ.
4 TerminateExploration
(
xALG
)
.
5 end
6 if k = 1 then
7 Choose a nearest arm ai(1) = v(1).
8 end
9 else
10 µ = K(X∗,X)
(
K(X,X) +Q(X)
)
−1
Y.
11 for i = 1, 2, ..., N do
12 X′ = X ∪ x∗Ii .
13 P |ai = K(x
∗
Ii
, x∗Ii)−K(x
∗
Ii
,X′)
(
K(X′,X′)+
Q(X′)
)
−1
K(X′, x∗Ii) where P ∋ σ
2
l ∀l ∈ Ii.
14 µi =
(∑
l∈Ii
µl
)/
Li.
15 σ2i =
(∑
l∈Ii
σ2l
)/
L2i .
16 end
17 ai(k) = argmaxi
{
µi + βσi
}
.
18 end
19 ai(k)← MoveUAV
(
v(k-1)
)
.
20
{
X,Y
}
←
{
X,Y
}
∪ GetMeasurements
(
ai(k)
)
.
21 end
A. GP-UCB
GP-UCB we use is originated from Srinivas et al. [6] but
extended to take into account our problem setting. Moreover,
with Equations (4) and (5), GP-UCB can handle various
noise levels for collected measurements. Algorithm 1 without
having Line 12 is this GP-UCB version. Taking out Line
12 implies that the variance of test points is estimated
without worrying about where the current measurements are
observed. Since the flight altitude of the UAV affects the
sensing credibility, we tackle this in the next strategy.
B. GP-UCB with Future Variance
Although the predictive covariance P in Equation (5)
considers various noise levels for the training points (i.e.,
accumulated measurements), this aspect is not addressed for
predicting the covariance at test points in Equation (5). That
is, we predict the covariance at a test point as if we were to
observe the test point from the altitude of the corresponding
arm. We achieve this by adopting conditional variance, i.e.,
P |A.
Let Ii be the index set containing indices of test points
from X∗ which can be observed from arm ai. Thus, the set
of test points by arm i is represented by x∗Ii . We decompose
the conditional variance P |A into N conditional variances,
i.e., P |ai for each arm. Then, the test points and the training
points become x∗Ii and X
′ = X ∪ x∗Ii , respectively, for arm
i. The decomposed conditional variance for the i-th arm can
be computed as:
P |ai =K(x
∗
Ii
, x∗Ii)−K(x
∗
Ii
,X′)
(
K(X′,X′) +Q(X′)
)
−1
×K(X′, x∗Ii).
(7)
We call this planning strategy as GP-UCB with future
variance. Similarly, we call the standard GP-UCB as GP-
UCB with current variance.
C. DWA GP-UCB
The previous strategies are not concerned with minimizing
the total traveling cost of the UAV. If an algorithm makes
the UAV keep moving from one end of the environment to
the other end, the UAV cannot gather much information and
may output a low intensity point due to a budget B.
We employ the Dynamic Window Approach (DWA) where
the 3D window is defined centered on the current position of
the UAV. The UAV is only allowed to visit near-neighboring
arms to observe at each timestep. To do that in Algorithm 1,
the UAV considers neighboring arms (i.e., a subset of A)
with respect to the current UAV position v(k) from Line 10
to Line 17 to decide which arm to visit next.
VI. SIMULATIONS
We implemented Monte Carlo simulations using MAT-
LAB to verify the performance of Algorithm 1. We randomly
generated 40 environments (20 × 20 square meters, having
the same maximum intensity value (i.e., 50) so as to have
the same f(xOPT ) for all cases) and ran 10 cases for each
environment. We set three altitudes for the UAV to fly at,
i.e., 10, 40, and 70 meters. Each image consists of 9 pixels
and the camera footprint size at the lowest altitude is 1× 1
square meters. We considered the total budget of 100 in all
cases.
We conducted a comparison analysis of planning strategies
in Section V with baseline algorithms. We then compared 3D
planning with 2D planning where the UAV was allowed to
fly at a fixed altitude. We also tested how the performance
of algorithms varies depending on the amount of budget.
We define two performance metrics that are the percent
of how close f(xALG) is to f(xOPT ) (from perspective of a
point) and that of how close
∑
aALG
i
f(x) is to
∑
aOPT
i
f(x)
(from perspective of an arm). The point performance metric
is relevant when a USV will go and collect a physical sample
at (xOPT . The arm performance metric is relevant when,
instead of a USV, a UAV will go and collect a final image
measurement at the best arm location.
Point Arm
CV (β--) 47.65± 4.52% 46.31 ± 4.51%
FV (β--) 57.40± 4.83% 57.49 ± 5.17%
CV (β++) 49.39± 4.81% 50.62 ± 4.83%
FV (β++) 59.46± 5.07% 58.49 ± 5.14%
DCV (β--) 62.94± 4.89% 63.53 ± 4.82%
DFV (β--) 71.28± 4.82% 71.96 ± 4.59%
DCV (β++) 61.49± 4.72% 62.19 ± 4.59%
DFV (β++) 71.60± 4.73% 74.51± 4.52%
Block UCL 35.13± 1.84% 11.91 ± 0.45%
BH 35.86± 3.16% 3.40± 0.00%
BM 34.81± 2.74% 3.40± 0.00%
BL 28.73± 2.83% 3.40± 0.00%
D2DH (β--) 65.81± 4.81% 69.58 ± 4.52%
D2DH (β++) 66.93± 4.70% 72.12 ± 4.50%
D2DM (β--) 63.89± 5.00% 69.08 ± 3.93%
D2DM (β++) 69.23± 4.71% 71.22 ± 4.12%
D2DL (β--) 44.48± 4.67% 45.88 ± 4.60%
D2DL (β++) 47.56± 5.00% 48.31 ± 4.91%
TABLE I: Comparison with eight heuristic planning strategies, two baseline
algorithms, and 2D exploration algorithms. The values represent the percents
of how close the best estimated value is to the true best value with one-
sigma error. Acronyms in this table are: CV (Current Variance), FV (Future
Variance), DCV (DWA Current Variance), DFV (DWA Future Variance),
BH (Boustrophedon at the Highest altitude), BM (Boustrophedon at the
Middle altitude), BL (Boustrophedon at the Lowest altitude), D2DH (DWA
2D exploration at the Highest altitude), D2DM (DWA 2D exploration at the
Middle altitude), and D2DL (DWA 2D exploration at the Lowest altitude).
β++ and β-- imply β with the increasing rate and the decreasing rate,
respectively.
A. Comparison Analysis
We evaluated 8 heuristic planning algorithms where we
also consider the decreasing rate and the increasing rate of
β and compared with 10 other baselines (see the details of
all algorithms in the caption of Table I).
From randomly generated environments, we tune the hy-
perparameters (γ and λ) of β (Equation (6)) offline through
simulations for both the increasing rate and the decreasing
rate. We use the following exponential functional forms:
• β = 1.5e−0.05k for GP-UCB with current variance of
decreasing β.
• β = 10e−0.05k for GP-UCB with future variance of
decreasing β.
• β = −0.5e−0.05k + 0.5 for GP-UCB with current
variance of increasing β.
• β = −10e−0.05k+10 for GP-UCB with future variance
of increasing β.
1) Comparison with baseline algorithms: We introduce
two baseline algorithms that can also be applied to our
problem: (1) the boustrophedon algorithm [9] and (2) the
block Upper Credible Limit (UCL) algorithm [16]. The
boustrophedon algorithm is coverage planning where the
entire environment is completely covered by the camera
footprint of the UAV but gathered information online is not
exploited. The block UCL algorithm is a Bayesian approach
that addresses the exploration-exploitation dilemma. The
unique feature of this algorithm is that it not only maximizes
the expected reward obtained within a budget, but it also
minimizes the number of switching to other arms, which is
related to minimizing a traveling cost.
From Table I, the proposed algorithms outperform baseline
algorithms in all cases. For the case of boustrophedon
algorithms, the budget of 100 was not sufficient to cover
the entire environment and consequently ended up with poor
performance. Due to the allocation scheme used by the
block UCL, the algorithm requires sensing at an arm a large
number of times before moving to the next arm. This resulted
in exploring only a small portion of the environment.
2) Comparison with 2D planning: We compared with 2D
planning algorithms where we fixed the altitude at which
the UAV can fly. It can be seen from Table I that flying at
a specific altitude is not beneficial in comparison with 3D
exploration.
Fig. 4: Relationship between the budget and the performance metric for a
point in case of GP-UCB with current and future variances.
3) Effect of the amount of budget: We tested how the
performance metric for a point varies with respect to the
change in the amount of budget given to the UAV. As shown
in Figure 4, the performance metric increases logarithmically
as the budget increases.
B. Real-world Data
Fig. 5: Image on the right shows the tarps used as proxy of the regions with
different concentrations. Image on the left shows the concentration for the
image on the right along with the ground truth boundaries.
In our experimental setup we used the UAV (Figure 6)
with a single onboard-PC which has Linux 16.04 and ROS
kinetic [22] installed. It is equipped with a GPS sensor,
a compass and a downward-facing camera sensor (GoPro
Hero4), which can communicate with the UAV over WiFi.
We used three tarps of blue, gray, and red colors as a proxy
of regions with different concentration of toxicants. We
(a) The UAV platform. (b) The resultant GP learned by the UAV
from real-world data.
Fig. 6: Simulation results using real-world data.
collected our real-world data by flying the UAV at 3 different
altitudes of 10, 20, and 30 meters in a boustrophedon pattern
(3.25 × 4.73, 6.51 × 9.45, 9.76 × 14.12 square meters,
respectively, in the camera footprint size). We gathered 346
images spanned over these altitudes. Figure 5 shows the
ground truth. For each image in our dataset, we assigned the
concentration value f(x) for each color on a per-pixel basis.
We have three discrete concentration values of 3, 2, and 1
associated with HSV color ranges of the red, gray, and blue
tarps, respectively. To generate the concentration matrix, we
created masks for each of the aforementioned colors. These
masks are morphologically processed for smoothening, and
depending on which mask a particular pixel belongs to, it is
assigned a concentration value. Left image in Figure 5 shows
the visualization of the concentration values in Universal
Transverse Mercator (UTM) coordinates. The darker region
represents higher coordinate value.
In simulation the original resolution of the image 240 ×
432 was reduced to 19 × 34. Thus, the number of pixel
measurements from an image (i.e.,M ) was 646. The camera
footprint at an arm depends on the yaw of the UAV as
well as v. To use the concentration matrix with GP-UCB,
we do the mapping from image coordinates to real-world
coordinates. To estimate UTM coordinates for each pixel,
we make three main assumptions. (1) The principal point of
the camera aligns with the image center. (2) Consequently,
the UTM northing and easting of the UAV can be projected
directly onto the image center. (3) Roll and pitch errors of
the UAV are negligible. To estimate each pixel position of
a given image in UTM coordinates, we rotate the frame
of reference to make it align with the direction of UTM
coordinate axis at that point. We achieve this by rotating
each pixel, hence the entire image in a direction opposite
to the UAV heading. Consequently, in the rotated frame of
reference the UAV heading aligned with the north direction
and hence the UTM coordinate axis. This makes it possible
to use the geometric formula for translation in x- and y-
axis along with UTM coordinates of the image center to
interpolate the UTM location of each pixel.
Once we have the rotated frame of reference and the UTM
coordinates of the image center, the translation values in x-
and y-direction, respectively, can be used to compute the
Camera Parameters Focal Length Sensor Height Sensor Width
Value 6.21mm 4.04mm 5.87mm
TABLE II: Intrinsic camera parameters obtained from camera calibration.
UTM coordinates of the pixel [20]. The intrinsic parameters
of the camera sensor are obtained from camera calibration
(Table II). It can be seen from Figure 5 that our estimates
of the UTM locations aligns well with the ground-truth
boundaries.
Figure 6 (b) shows the resultant GP by applying
the proposed algorithm to real-world data. xOPT is
(537317, 4116858) and xALG is (537317.78, 4116858.29).
The performance metric we obtained is 100% as both
f(xOPT ) and f(xALG) are 3.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose the exploration algorithm that
can find a hotspot in an unknown environment in limited
time. We show how the UAV equipped with a downward-
facing camera can be adopted to MAB and present simulation
results to verify the performance of the algorithm.
Immediate future work would be to conduct more rigorous
real-world experiments using the proposed scheme. Also,
since we may suffer from explosively increasing number of
measurements, we may need to use sparse GP. Analyzing
the regret bound or suboptimality with respect to the optimal
reward would be promising.
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